
TAKE A THOUSAND EGGS OR MORE
SPICE UP YOUR WORLD WITH THESE 15TH CENTURY COOK BOOKS

Presented in modern cookbook style, Take a Thousand Eggs or More offers
a transcription and translation of more than 400 Fifteenth-Century English
recipes from Harley MS. 279, Harley MS. 4016, Ashmole MS. 1439, Laud
MS. 553, and Douce MS 55. Relevant quotations from contemporary lit-
erary sources introduce most recipes and provide a easy link to classroom
readings.

Volume 1 gives 120 original recipes in transcription and in modern English
translation and offers delicious adaptations of each recipe for the modern
kitchen (in family-sized quantities—all requiring somewhat less than a 1000
eggs).

Volume 2 presents another 300 original recipes in transcription and trans-
lation but encourages the reader to experiment with both the language and
the recipes. Each volume is fully indexed and lavishly illustrated with
pertinent medieval woodcuts. Short essays illustrate various spices or tech-
niques; while excellent and well-documented notes provide commentary.
Twelve medieval menus display what foods were served at particular feasts.

Published as two-volume set in a variety of formats: paperback for class-
room use, library binding for library purchase, or spiral wire bound for
kitchen use—an ideal gift!

Paperback edition $25.00 ISBN: 0-89824-950-3
Wire bound edition $50.00 ISBN: 0089824-961-1
Library Binding $40.00 ISBN: 0-89824-962-X
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Unionville, NY 10988
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"It will surely be one of the great publishing
achievements of this century."

—The Atlantic Monthly

"The publishing achievement of the year
—maybe of the decade. This is a work
which makes superlatives superfluous."

—The New York Times

"Rejoice! rejoice! . . . the great publishing
event of 2004."—The Times

Expanding on the original DNB, published
more than 100 years ago, the Oxford DNB
now includes:
* More than 13.500 newly selected people from
alt historical periods

* Extensive revisions to the original 36.000 articles

* Coverage of influential figures from all walks
of life

* 10.000 portrait illustrations compiled in part-
nership with the National Portrait Gallery in
London and drawn from more than 1.300
portrait galleries, museums and collections

Oxford DNB Online
Provides access to the full
text of the print version with
extensive search and cross-
reference options, external
links, updates, and much more.

www.oxforddnb.com

For extensive information and full ordering details. ( ) \ j ( ) | ^ p
visit www.oxforddnb.com/info • To order, call 1-800-451-7556 •.<•<.••••••••
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